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I study the effect of taste-based discrimination on the assimilation decisions of immigrant minorities. Do discriminated minority groups increase their assimilation efforts in order to avoid discrimination and public harassment or do they become alienated and retreat in their own communities? I exploit an exogenous shock to native attitudes, anti-Germanism in the United States during World War I, to empirically identify the reactions of German immigrants to increased native hostility. I use two measures of assimilation efforts: naming patterns and petitions for naturalization. In the face of increased discrimination, Germans increase their assimilation investments by Americanizing their own and their children’s names and filing more petitions for US citizenship. These responses are stronger in states that registered higher levels of anti-German hostility, as measured by voting patterns and incidents of violence against Germans.

Discrimination on the basis of ethnicity and religion has been identified as one of the key impediments to the economic and social integration of immigrants. A large number of studies document this phenomenon, but significantly less research has been devoted to understanding how immigrants react to discrimination and how they modify their efforts to assimilate. This is a question of both theoretical interest and policy relevance, with an answer that is not clear a priori: some members of discriminated minority groups make costly investments in assimilation, but for others, low returns to this investment can discourage assimilation and feed back into the majority further discriminating against them. In some extreme cases, minorities may even react by radicalizing and undertaking explicit oppositional actions to reaffirm their identity (Bisin et al. 2011).

Recent research in political science and related disciplines has extensively analyzed drivers of native attitudes toward immigrants (Brader, Valentino, and Suhay 2008; Dinas et al. 2017; Hainmueller and Hopkins 2014; Sides and Citrin 2007; Sniderman, Hagon-dooen, and Prior 2004; Steinmayr 2018). Less is known about how such attitudes affect immigrants’ political behavior. Studies on the effects of perceptions of discrimination have shown that both alienation and an increase in political engagement are possible outcomes of discriminatory behavior (DeSipio 2002; Oskooi 2018; Schildkraut 2005; Sidanius et al. 1997; Uhlaner 1991). Yet most of these studies rely on correlational evidence that ties minorities’ self-reported attitudes and behaviors to their self-reported experiences of discrimination in surveys.

Whether in surveys or in observational contexts, interpreting such correlations causally is challenging. It is empirically hard to disentangle the reactions of minorities from the effects of discrimination, because discrimination is usually endogenous to a minority group’s characteristics and pre-existing assimilation trends. Less-integrated minority members are more (or less) likely to be discriminated and to report higher (or lower) perceptions of discrimination. Their attitudes and behaviors may be as much a cause of discrimination as an effect.

To circumvent this problem, studies have relied on laboratory manipulations in perceptions of discrimination to gauge effects on minority attitudes and behavior (Kuo, Malhotra, and Mo 2017). Only a few studies exploit exogenous shocks to actual discrimination, most notably the case of 9/11 (Dávila and Mora 2005; Gould and Klor 2016; Neeraj, Kaestner, and Reimers 2005). Even then, observed effects on socioeconomic indicators of immigrants are equilibrium outcomes, partly owed to changes in minority behavior in response to discrimination and partly due to the actions of natives. If immigrant minorities are observed to participate less in the labor market or intermarry less with natives, this may be because of obstacles raised by the natives and despite immigrants’ own best efforts to integrate.

This paper deals with these empirical challenges by using an exogenous shock to native attitudes to identify the causal effect of societal discrimination on the integration decisions of immigrant minorities. I focus on the case study of German Americans in the early twentieth century US. Germans constituted a large and fairly well-integrated group of immigrants until the outbreak of World War I, when they became the target of nationalist sentiment and widespread discrimination and harassment. I examine the effect of the war on the assimilation patterns of German Americans using three measures of assimilation effort: choices of first names for children, petitions for naturalization, and name changes among Germans who petition for citizenship. Unlike other measures of assimilation, such as wages or intermarriage patterns, these outcomes reflect the...
decisions of immigrants and not the constraints of the native environment. I compare Germans to other nationalities before and after WWI in a difference-in-differences framework and find that Germans respond to increasing suspicion on the part of the native population by intensifying their assimilation efforts. The first names of children born during and after the war are less distinctively German than those of earlier cohorts, and the number of petitions for naturalization filed by Germans increases after 1917. These effects are large. Among 16 ethnic groups, ranked from least to most distinctive in terms of first names, Germans moved from ninth place before the war to second in the post-war period. Naturalization petitions among Germans more than doubled compared to the pre-war average. This pattern also holds within households that had children before and after the war and is thus not solely attributable to the least assimilated Germans leaving the country in response to the war. Furthermore, in naturalization documents filed during and after the war, German immigrants are more likely to Americanize their first names.

I construct two measures of the intensity of anti-German sentiment at the state level. The first one is based on patterns of support for Woodrow Wilson in the presidential election of 1916. Wilson not only openly supported the Allied cause, but was also a vocal enemy of "hyphenated Americans" and to a large extent fomented anti-German propaganda and contributed to the persecution of German Americans suspected of disloyalty. Additionally, I compile a list of incidents of anti-German hostility reported in the press during the period 1917–18. In states where democratic vote shares in the 1916 presidential election increased relative to previous elections, and where harassment incidents were relatively more frequent, names of German children become more American-sounding at the start of WWI.

This paper makes four main contributions. First, unlike correlational studies, it uses an exogenous change in hostile native attitudes that is unrelated to immigrant outcomes and previous assimilation patterns to identify minority responses. Second, it introduces a distinction between observed assimilation outcomes and minority assimilation decisions. Political representation, labor market outcomes and intermarriage decisions are all determined in equilibrium by joint decisions of immigrants and natives. I focus instead on measures of assimilation that are purely under the control of the discriminated group and thus isolate immigrant responses from the constraints that natives impose on immigrants in social and economic settings.

Third, the paper contributes to a growing literature in political science on the drivers and effects of naturalization. Naturalization is a pathway to formal political participation and has additionally been shown to increase the social and political integration of immigrants (Hainmueller, Hangartner, and Pietrantuono 2015, 2017). Furthermore, studies show that immigrants who naturalize in a politically charged environment are those who feel strongly about the political issues at hand and seek enfranchisement as an act of political expression (Mohamed 2017; Pantoja, Ramirez, and Segura 2001). This paper shows in a causally identified way how discrimination can impact the decision to naturalize. It also highlights an aspect of this decision that is often ignored by the literature: beyond the instrumental role of naturalization for formal political participation, the decision itself has a signaling value and can be used as a strategy of observable assimilation by minorities facing hostility.

Finally, this study adds to a large literature in political science on the formation of ethnic and national identity. Constructivist views of ethnicity view it as "fluid and endogenous to a set of social, economic and political processes" (Chandra 2001). Studies have examined different determinants of ethnic identity, such as electoral institutions (Laitin 1986; Posner 2005) or political elites (Fearon and Laitin 1996). Closely related to approaches that emphasize the rational nature of identity choice (Laitin 1998, 1995), this study contributes to this literature by causally identifying the impact of native attitudes as an additional "shifter" of costs and benefits considered by minorities when they make their assimilation decisions.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: I first review literature that has connected discrimination to the assimilation decisions of immigrants. I then discuss the historical background of German immigration in the United States and anti-German sentiment during World War I. Next, I outline the data and empirical strategy, and present the main results on the effect of the war on German assimilation. I conclude by discussing the implications of the findings for theories of assimilation and discrimination.

**DISCRIMINATION AND ASSIMILATION**

Discrimination against immigrants has been documented by a number of studies. There is evidence that immigrants are discriminated against in hiring decisions (Duguet et al. 2010; Oreopoulos 2011), by party gatekeepers who influence access to political representation (Dancygier et al. 2015), and during the process of application for citizenship (Hainmueller and Hangartner 2013). The idea that immigrants may respond to such behavior by investing less in assimilation and retreating into their own ethnic enclaves has found some empirical support. Adida, Laitin, and Vallort (2014) identify a "discriminatory equilibrium" in France, whereby Muslims react to discrimination with alienation and mistrust toward natives. Schildkraut (2005) documents a correlation between Latinos’ perceptions of discrimination and low political participation. A few studies find an association between native hostility and radicalization among Muslims in the US and Europe (Lyons-Padilla et al. 2015; Mitts 2018). Gould and Klor (2016) find that the increase in hate crimes after 9/11 reduced the integration of Muslims in the US along dimensions such as intermarriage, female labor force participation, and English language skills. The latter is the only study that exploits a temporally exogenous increase in discrimination to investigate minority assimilation patterns.
At the same time, research indicates that minorities do exercise their option of assimilating to avoid discrimination. “Passing” for white was a strategy for improving one’s economic situation that was sometimes employed among blacks in the US during the Jim Crow era (Mill and Stein 2016; Nix and Qian 2015; Saperstein and Penner 2012). Immigrants during the era of mass migration Americanized their names and in so doing achieved better labor market outcomes, a fact that implies that there was a penalty on foreign-sounding names (Biavaschi, Giulietti, and Siddique 2017). Apart from purely rational motivations for assimilating in the face of discrimination, there are also psychological ones: ostracism from a group can drive excluded members to reduce investment in group identity, but also often leads to compensatory behavior and extreme identification with the group. The direction of the response is shown to depend on initial degree of group identification (Gómez et al. 2011; Williams and Sommer 1997). This pattern can potentially explain why, for example, Muslims, one of the groups targeted by xenophobic sentiment in the West today, report on average a high degree of identification with their host countries. More than other religions, Muslims in France report feeling closer to French people than members of their own religion or nationality (Dargent 2003), and the vast majority of British-born Muslims identify as British first (Manning and Roy 2010). To the extent that these self-reported identity measures reflect desirability bias, the difference between Muslims and other groups could also be interpreted as a measure of assimilation effort.

The current study moves beyond correlations to identify the causal effect of discrimination on the assimilation decisions of immigrant minorities. Before proceeding, a careful definition of the term discrimination is in order. Discrimination broadly refers to any distinction in favor or against an individual or a group, on the basis of a given characteristic—usually a group-level one—such as race, ethnicity, or religion. It can be institutionalized and carried out by the state or state actors, or it can be informal, and expressed in daily interactions between members of society. Oskooi (2016) calls these two forms of discrimination political and societal. Here, I take the term to mean mostly the latter, and thus encompass any expression of anti-German sentiment, including violent harassment. The distinction between institutionalized and societal discrimination, however, is not that clear in the period under study, since Germans experienced both hostility and various forms of formal discriminatory treatment, such as internment and bans on their press. While such policies may have contributed to the observed effects on assimilation, they are not directly evaluated here, and the more direct measures of discrimination used in this study capture societal discrimination in the form of anti-German sentiment.

WORLD WAR I AND ANTI-GERMANISM IN THE UNITED STATES

The mass presence of Germans in the US dates back to the 1850s (Conzen 1980). By 1910, they were the largest immigrant group in the country, and unlike the newer arrivals of Eastern and Southern Europeans, they were fairly established and well-integrated. Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson (2014) compute occupational-based earnings penalties for different nationalities in the US and find first-generation Germans to have one of the lowest differences compared to natives, and one that practically disappears for those who have been in the country for over 30 years. According to Higham (1998), “Public opinion had come to accept the Germans as one of the most assimilable and reputable immigrant groups. Repeatedly, older Americans praised them as law-abiding, speedily assimilated, and strongly patriotic… In 1908, a group of professional people, in rating the traits of various immigrant nationalities, ranked the Germans above the English and in some respects judged them superior to the native whites.”

The outbreak of World War I and Germany’s aggressions toward Belgium increased support for the Allies in the US, though did not immediately lead to suspicion against German Americans. In fact, German American leaders, churches, and associations such as the National German American Alliance were vocal supporters of US neutrality in the first years of WWI and campaigned for it with rallies, fundraisers, and bazaars for the German Red Cross (Luebke 1999). Public opinion against Germans in the country first started to shift after the sinking of the ocean liner RMS Lusitania by a German U-boat in 1915, which resulted in the death of hundreds of American passengers. With the entry of the US in the war in 1917, this opinion shift turned into full-blown hostility.

Numerous incidents of harassment of German Americans are recorded during the war period, the most infamous of which was the lynching of Robert Fraeger, a German national, by a large mob in Collinsville, Illinois in 1918. Germans all over the country were forced to buy liberty bonds or publicly declare their loyalty to the country by kissing the American flag and denouncing the Kaiser (Luebke 1974). The Bureau of Investigation, and its “citizens’ auxiliary” American Protective League, a large network of volunteer spies who numbered 250,000 members in its peak in 1918, mobilized to monitor disloyalty among the German American population. These efforts were assisted by many other nationalist and patriotic organizations of the time, such as the National Security League or the American Defense Society. Thousands of non-naturalized Germans were arrested and interned during WWI (Glidden 1973; Nagler 1993). Moser (2012) finds evidence of discrimination in the New York Stock Exchange, where applications to trade were more frequently rejected when submitted by applicants with German-sounding names. Kazal (2004), in his study of Philadelphia Germans, mentions countless incidents of job loss for individuals who were perceived to be supportive of Germany or to have made disloyal statements. During the peak of anti-German hysteria, states banned the German language in their schools, towns removed German books from libraries, and hamburgers briefly became “liberty steaks.”

Most historical sources agree that German Americans responded to this generalized hostility by hiding
their ethnic identity. Many German associations removed any reference to Germany from their titles, as in the case of Germania Life Insurance Company of New York, which became Guardian Life Insurance Company (Sowell 1996). Germans changed their names to hide their ethnic background. Second-generation Philadelphia German George Washington Ochs (a man with an already rather patriotic first name) changed his last name to Oakes. His petition to the court reads:

“Your petitioner has no purpose or reason in changing the spelling of his father’s name, except the desire to relieve his sons of a Teutonic appellation which he believes will arouse hostility and prove an unnecessary burden in their future social, personal, commercial, and professional relations”

(Kazal 2004). Similar motivations drove the actions of many other German Americans. The following sections investigate these behaviors more systematically.

MEASURING ASSIMILATION EFFORT

I use three proxies of assimilation effort: the first names given by German parents to their US-born children, the numbers of naturalization petitions filed by German immigrants, and Americanization of German immigrants’ names in their naturalization documents. In the next section I discuss the reasoning behind the choice of these measures and the datasets used to construct them. I then proceed to outline the empirical strategy. A detailed description of data construction and descriptive statistics can be found in the Online Appendix.

Data

Children’s Names

The first measure of assimilation effort is naming choices of German parents for their native-born children. Names are markers of culture and have been shown to systematically differ for different ethnic, racial, and social groups (Lieberson 2000; Head and Mayer 2008; Cook, Logan, and Parman 2014). Unlike intermarriage or other indicators of integration that depend on native attitudes and behavior, the naming choice is fully under the control of the parents. Furthermore, to the degree that parents are attached to their culture, choosing a non-ethnic name for one’s children is a costly signal of assimilation. Several studies show that there is a labor market penalty associated with foreign-sounding names (Oreopoulos 2011; Algan, Mayer, and Thoenig 2013). If immigrant parents are aware of this—and extensive name Americanization among immigrants to the US indicates that they are (Biavaschi, Giulietti, and Siddique 2017)—then this penalty can proxy for the monetary value they assign to their children having a name indicative of their ethnic origin.

To capture the ethnic content of names, I compute an index of name distinctiveness that was first used by Fryer and Levitt (2004), and more recently by Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson (2016) and Fouka (2018), to measure cultural assimilation among immigrants in the US. The index is gender- and ethnicity-specific, and takes on values between 0 and 100, with higher values indicating names that are more distinctive of a specific ethnic origin. I call this index Foreign Name Index (FNI), and calculate it based on the empirical frequency of names that appear in the complete-count 1930 census (Minnesota Population Center and Ancestry.com 2013), for US-born men of foreign-born fathers.

Figure 1 shows averages of the FNI by ethnicity in the census data. Table 1 lists the names with the highest FNI encountered at least 1,000 times among second-generation Germans in the subset of people born before (left panel) and after (right panel) the US entered World War I. While most names are distinctively German, they become less so after 1917. This partly captures a general assimilation trend among Germans in the US, but, as will be shown later, it is also reflective of a sharper break around the start of the war, which was not experienced by other immigrant groups.

Naturalization Petitions

The second outcome I examine is the number of petitions for naturalization filed by German nationals during and after the war. The decision to apply for citizenship is a signal of assimilation, and a particularly costly one for Germans, who would have to renounce their German citizenship in order to become American. In 1906, the path to citizenship for immigrants was standardized by the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization, and most naturalization cases were handled by federal courts. Immigrants would usually file a Declaration of Intention (known as “first papers”) upon arrival or shortly thereafter. Within five years, they were eligible to file a Petition for Naturalization (“second papers”), which was the last step required of the immigrant before the court finalized the naturalization process. I focus on petitions rather than declarations of intention, because the former are the most consequential step in the naturalization process and because declarations are not available independently, but only attached to collections of associated petitions.

Unlike actual rates of naturalization, naturalization petitions are a good proxy for assimilation effort because they allow for a separate observation of the decision of the immigrant to apply for citizenship from the decision of the courts to grant it. In Section C of the Online Appendix, I present results using naturalization rates instead of petitions and I demonstrate that there was
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1 However, Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson (2016) examine the period of mass migration and find no penalty associated with foreign names when comparing pairs of brothers. This indicates that foreign names also capture other family-level unobservables.

2 Because the FNI is gender-specific, I focus on male names, which are more ethnically distinctive than female ones. In the Online Appendix I replicate the main analysis for women. All results go through.

3 According to the 1913 “Nationality Law of the German Empire and States” (Reichs- und Staatsangehörigkeitsgesetz—RuStAG), which was operational in Germany until 1999, Jones-Correa (2001) finds that US naturalization rates are higher among nationals of countries that allow dual citizenship. Using naturalization rates of German citizens is thus a particularly hard test for detecting assimilation responses.
substantial delay in the processing of petitions filed by Germans during the war years. This is evidence of discretion exercised by the courts that varied by nationality, and it validates the use of petitions as a better proxy of immigrants’ decisions than actual naturalization counts.

I use data on the number of petitions filed by immigrants between 1911 and 1925 from the genealogical website Ancestry.com. Ancestry makes available a large catalog of digitized images of naturalization petitions from several US states, searchable online via a number of criteria. I create counts of petitions filed by nationality, year of petition and state in which the petition was filed. The unit of observation in the final dataset is a nationality-year-state cell. Information is available for four states: California, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. Although the collection of Ancestry contains records from other states as well, it is only for these four states that one is able to search separately for naturalization petitions as opposed to other naturalization documents that are less relevant to the pertinent study question, such as certificates of arrival and naturalization certificates issued after a petition has been approved. Yet the characteristics of German immigrants in these four states are very similar to the German population nationwide (Table B.3 in the Online Appendix).

### Name Changes Among Immigrants

Unlike names chosen for US-born children of Germans, name changes among the foreign-born cannot be

### TABLE 1. Most German Names Before and After World War I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Before 1917</th>
<th>After 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fritz</td>
<td>94.46</td>
<td>Otto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo</td>
<td>93.81</td>
<td>Herman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernst</td>
<td>93.41</td>
<td>Frederick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustav</td>
<td>93.30</td>
<td>Fred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>93.16</td>
<td>Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otto</td>
<td>92.92</td>
<td>Carl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>92.19</td>
<td>Albert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustave</td>
<td>92.03</td>
<td>Ernest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad</td>
<td>91.22</td>
<td>Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferdinand</td>
<td>90.93</td>
<td>Bernard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** The table shows the values of the Foreign Name Index (FNI) for the 10 most distinctive male names among second-generation Germans born 1880–1916 (left panel) and 1917–1930 (right panel). The ranking is computed among names that appear at least 1,000 times in the 1930 census.

![Figure 1. Foreign Name Index (FNI) by Ethnicity for Second-Generation Immigrant Men Born 1880–1930](image-url)
examined using census data. To create a measure of name Americanization, I use detailed information from naturalization records. A large number of immigrants changed their names while filing to obtain the US citizenship, and the available records (certificate of arrival, declaration of intention and petition) allow us to observe those name changes over time.

I compile a sample of 3,101 naturalization records from the collections of the District Court for the Eastern Division of the Northern District of Illinois, and the District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, which have been made publicly available in the form of scanned images by FamilySearch.org. Such collections are only available for few other states. Illinois and Pennsylvania were chosen because they had a high share of German immigrants (26% and 13% of all foreign-born in 1910) and are also broadly representative of the German population in the country as a whole (Table B.3 in the Online Appendix).

For each year between 1911 and 1925, I extract a 1% random sample of the total number of naturalization petitions filed in that year in the state, as reported in the Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Naturalization (US Department of Labor, Bureau of Naturalization 1913–1923). Together with each petition, I transcribe the corresponding declaration of intention and certificate of arrival whenever available. This dataset allows me to observe the entire naturalization process and the evolution of applicants’ characteristics, including reported names, over time.

In practice, the vast majority of immigrants who chose to Americanize their names did so at the time they filed a declaration of intention, with only a very small proportion changing their name between declaration and petition. For this reason, I focus on declarations of intention filed after 1911 and examine name Americanization at the time of declaration. This restricted focus inevitably reduces the sample size, because only 1,464 individuals have a complete set of records that includes both the certificate of arrival and later naturalization papers.

To systematically assess name Americanization as a proxy for assimilation effort, I combine the names of immigrants in the above naturalization records with information from the 1% sample of the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series of the 1920 and 1930 Census (IPUMS) (Ruggles et al. 2010) to create an Americanization Index (AMI), following Biavaschi, Giulietti, and Siddique (2017). This index captures the frequency of a name in the American-born population, and is thus a measure of conformity with American naming norms. An increase in the AMI from the time of arrival to the US to the time an immigrant files his or her first papers denotes the adoption of a name that is more common among native-born Americans than the immigrant’s given name. In practice, that is often the Americanized version of a foreign name (e.g., a change from Josef to Joseph), but it can also be an unrelated generic American name (e.g., a change from Utka to Louis). In the analysis, I use as dependent variables both a binary and a continuous measure of the change in AMI, as well as the AMI itself. To account for the fact that the declaration and petition documents were often filled out by a clerk and not by the immigrant herself, I create the index both for the actual name, and its Soundex phonetic equivalent. The Soundex assigns the same code to names that are pronounced similarly, but have a different spelling, such as Jon and John.

**Empirical Strategy**

In analyzing the evolution of all three measures of assimilation effort, my empirical strategy amounts to a difference-in-differences specification of the form:

\[ Y_{igc} = \alpha + \beta T_{igc} + \lambda g + \theta c + \epsilon_{igc}, \]

where \( Y_{igc} \) is the outcome of interest (the FNI of the children of immigrants, the number of naturalization petitions, or the AMI of names of immigrant petitioners), \( i \) indexes individuals, \( g \) indexes nationalities and \( c \) indexes birth cohorts (in the case of the FNI) or years of filing (in the case of petition counts and of the AMI). \( T_{igc} \) is an indicator for “treated” individuals. In the case of the FNI, it indicates US-born individuals of German-born parents born in or after 1917, the year when the US entered World War I. In the case of the other two outcomes it indicates German nationals who filed a petition (or, in the case of the AMI, a declaration of intention) in or after 1917. \( \lambda g \) and \( \theta c \) are nationality and birth cohort (or year, in the case of naturalization documents) fixed effects, respectively. The interaction coefficient \( \beta \) captures the differential effect of World War I on the outcome of interest.

**RESULTS**

**Main Estimates**

The main finding is illustrated in Figure 2. There is a clear assimilation trend in the average FNI of second-generation Germans throughout the period of reference from 1880 on, which is, however, punctuated by a break coinciding with the entry of the US in the war. A similar pattern is revealed by the evolution of the median FNI: this is fairly stable between 1895 and 1918, at which point it drops precipitously and remains at a low level until the late 1920s.

Figure 3 presents a more systematic identification of a breakpoint in the FNI time series. The figure plots \( p \)-values from a Wald test for a break in the linear trend in each of the years 1905–1925. A range of low \( p \)-values identifies the period after 1918 as a structural break in
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4 In the sample, there are only 86 (out of 3,101) cases of first name changes at the time of petition.
5 For a comparison of the AMI and FNI, and the advantages of using the former to assess name Americanization, see Section A.2 in the Online Appendix.
6 I use the natural logarithm of the AMI to account for the fact that the index has a skewed distribution with a mass at zero. To avoid loss of data when AMI = 0, I use \( \ln (\text{AMI} + x) \), where \( x \) is a small positive number. Results are robust to using levels instead of logs.
naming patterns. The sharp reaction of names to the war validates their use as a measure of assimilation effort that reflects a choice on the part of the parents. A slow response of naming patterns to the war could reflect, for example, changes in intermarriage rates among Germans, which could be endogenous to native attitudes. Instead, an abrupt change is more consistent with a change in immigrant behavior.

I then compare Germans to other ethnic groups in the US. Table 2 reports the results of a difference-in-differences estimation, as specified in equation (1). Column (1) is a comparison between cohorts born before and after 1917 across Germans and other ethnicities. Column (2) additionally controls for a linear trend in naming patterns. Germans have on average a lower FNI than other ethnic groups. This partly reflects the overlap in naming patterns among Germans and other ethnicities, such as Anglo-Saxons or Scandinavians, and partly the fact that many third- or higher generation Germans with potentially German-sounding names are classified as natives in the census. This was less likely for less-established immigrant groups. In 1914, the Danish, the group with the least distinctive naming patterns, had an average FNI that was nearly three index points lower than that of Germans. By 1920 this difference was cut by more than half.

While this reduces the size of the coefficient, the effect of the war remains large and significant. In column (6), I control for state-of-birth fixed effects. This does not change the estimated interaction effect by much.7 These effects on German naming patterns are substantial. Already in the pre-war period, Germans were experiencing a prolonged trend of name assimilation. Yet during the three years between 1917 and 1920, the FNI sank as much as it had during the ten years prior to the war. The German distinctiveness of first names was dropping by 0.26 index points on average in the 30 years before the war. During 1917–20 this rate more than tripled. The effect is also sizable compared to other groups. In 1914, the Danish, the group with the least distinctive naming patterns, had an average FNI that was nearly three index points lower than that of Germans. By 1920 this difference was cut by more than half.

An intuitive way to evaluate changes in the FNI is by considering how reliably a name reveals the nationality of the bearer. Given that Germans constituted 5.89% of the total population in 1930, the pre-war FNI of 59.60 implies that a randomly chosen German with a name of average FNI could be identified as German with 8.45% probability. The results of Table 2 imply that the average German name became significantly less revealing after the war. Estimates from column 4 imply a reduction in the probability of identifying a name of average FNI as German by almost 2 percentage points to a probability of 6.75%.

The pattern revealed by naturalization petitions is similar to that of names. Table 3 compares the numbers of

---

7 Results are even stronger for women. See Table D.2 in the Online Appendix.
petitions filed by Germans and other nationalities before and after the war. Germans file more petitions for naturalization on average, which could be because of their larger numbers or the fact that they were more assimilated than other immigrant groups. The interaction coefficient is also positive, implying that the difference between Germans and other nationalities in the number of petitions filed increases after 1917. Depending on the specification, the differential increase in petitions filed by Germans is between 37 and 40 petitions per state and year. This represents a more than 100% increase in the pre-war average of approximately 35 petitions per state and year. The total effect in all four states amounts to an additional 1,330 to 1,426 petitions. This implies that close
TABLE 3. Petitions for Naturalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dep. variable:</th>
<th>Number of petitions (Mean: 56.051)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>29.39***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8.832)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 1917</td>
<td>23.12***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.730)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German × after 1917</td>
<td>39.61***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.0561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The unit of observation is a nationality-state-year cell (where state and year refer to the time and place when a petition was filed). Columns (1) and (2) include an indicator for the year 1918. All columns include an indicator for German × 1918. The dependent variable in column (6) is the residual from a regression of petitions on linear nationality-specific trends fitted to the pre-war period. Standard errors are clustered at the nationality level. Significance levels: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

to 6% of the approximately 25,000 non-naturalized Germans who lived in these states in 1910 rushed to apply for citizenship between 1917 and 1925.

Figure 4 plots the interaction coefficient from a flexible specification similar to the one in column (5) of Table 3 but with interactions of an indicator for German nationals with year fixed effects. The figure reveals a general absence of pre-trends before 1917. After the US enters the war, the number of petitions increases differentially for Germans, and this increase is sustained until 1925. The figure also reveals a large differential drop in the year 1918: in this year, the US granted citizenship to 6.9% of the approximately 25,000 non-naturalized Germans who lived in these states in 1910 rushed to apply for citizenship between 1917 and 1925. This effect does not carry over to the two-year bin in the data, resulting from a regression otherwise identical to that in column (2) of Table 3. First names do not show any noticeable change at the outbreak of WWI in Europe but become significantly Americanized after 1917. Depending on the measure, the effect amounts to an additional 6.9 to 9.9% of Germans Americanizing their name, which corresponds to an increase of 16–38% of the respective long term average. Results using the Soundex are presented in columns (4)–(6) and are similar in direction and magnitude.

Table 4 presents the results for name Americanization. Columns (1) and (2) look at the change in a name’s conformity to American norms between arrival and declaration. In both cases, I control for the logarithm of a name’s AMI at the time of arrival. Immigrants with names closer to the American norm would have less of an incentive to Americanize their name. Column (3) shows that names of Germans who file a declaration of intention become on average more American after 1917. Irrespective of the measure used, Germans tend to change their names to an Americanized counterpart disproportionately more than other immigrants after 1917. Depending on the measure, the effect amounts to an additional 6.9 to 9.9% of Germans Americanizing their name, which corresponds to an increase of 16–38% of the respective long term average. Results using the Soundex are presented in columns (4)–(6) and are similar in direction and magnitude.

Ruling out Alternative Explanations

The above findings suggest that assimilation efforts are positively correlated with general hostility. There are other complementary explanations of the results. One is return migration to Germany. Bandiera, Rasul, and Vieriengo (2013) find the out-migration rate of Germans in the decade 1910–1920 to be higher than 100%. If
those less assimilated move out of the country, leaving the more assimilated behind, then both Americanization of children’s names and petitions for naturalization would increase.8

To directly assess whether assimilation during wartime can be entirely explained away by selective out-migration, I exploit the fact that census data on family interrelationships and year of birth allows me to observe, for a subset of families, children born both before and after the war. Comparing differences in the FNI of older and younger siblings for Germans and other nationalities allows me to isolate the effect of wartime hostility on parental decisions while keeping the sample composition constant. For this purpose, I restrict my attention to a subset of the 1930 census, which consists of sons who live with their parents and with at least one male sibling at the time of the census. For this subset, I estimate a specification identical to equation (1), only now including a fixed effect for whether they were born before or after the war.

8 The concern is in fact slightly more subtle. Using the 1930 census already implies that I only observe the selected sample of families who did not emigrate in 1918. However, even within this sample, those with children born right before the war were likely more constrained and less able to emigrate. For this subset, selection is less important than for those without young children who could emigrate at will. One would then expect that children born after 1917 come from more assimilated parents, a pattern that is confirmed in the data. Second-generation Germans born after 1917 are more likely to have parents who have been in the country for longer and who are naturalized US citizens.
family fixed effect. To the extent that out-migration distorted the characteristics of the population of Germans that chose to remain in the US, this specification will account for this distortion by considering changes in naming patterns within a family over time.

Table 5 presents the results. Column (1) reports the baseline specification in the restricted subset of families with more than one male child present in the household at the time of the census. The effect of the war on names is generally smaller yet comparable to that in the larger dataset reported in Table 2. Columns (2) to (5) introduce family fixed effects. The within-family effect is a bit over half in magnitude, which implies that changes in the composition of the German population over time are largely responsible for the observed assimilation patterns. Inclusion of fixed effects, however, is not enough to explain away the entire effect, which remains positive and highly significant. The estimated coefficient implies that the probability of identifying a name of median FNI as German drops from 8.53% to 7.82%. This suggests that even after accounting for out-migration, families of Germans who remained in the US did change their naming decisions in response to the war. Inclusion of indicators for an individual’s state of birth, birth order, or father’s arrival cohort have only a marginal effect on the magnitude of the coefficient.

In Section D.5 of the Online Appendix I rule out a number of other potential alternative explanations for the observed patterns. In particular, I show that the differential increase in naturalization petitions filed by Germans is not due to larger numbers of incoming German immigrants relative to other immigrant groups. I also show that naming and naturalization patterns cannot be explained by the immigration restrictions imposed between 1917 and 1924. Finally, I provide evidence that the changes in the behavior of Germans cannot be attributed simply to altered incentives to assimilate in response to the war. Immigrants from countries that remained neutral during WWI, but who faced similar hostility in the US, such as Scandinavians, show similar changes in naming patterns.

State-Level Anti-German Sentiment

So far, I have not measured discrimination against Germans directly. Actual discriminatory treatment—especially in its subtler, non-institutionalized and non-violent expressions—is hard to measure, which is why the vast majority of studies in political science and social psychology measure instead perceptions of discrimination (DeSipio 2002; Oskooii 2016; Schildkraut 2005), or take advantage of time variation that leads to changes in sentiment and behavior against a group, even when those changes cannot be quantified directly (Cho, Gimpel, and Wu 2006; Pantoja, Ramirez, and Segura 2001). While the latter approach is used throughout the

FIGURE 5. Change in AMI Between Arrival and Declaration

Notes: The figure reports coefficient estimates and 90% confidence intervals from a regression of the change in the log AMI between arrival and declaration on indicators for nationality and two-year bins of declaration indicators and a set of interactions of two-year bins with an indicator for German nationals. The regression controls for the log AMI of the first name in the certificate of arrival. The sample consists of immigrants who filed a declaration of intention between 1911 and 1923 in the Northern Illinois and Eastern Pennsylvania district courts.
paper, here I attempt to measure anti-Germanism more directly at the state level. I construct two measures of anti-German sentiment. The first measure is based on patterns of support for Democratic incumbent Woodrow Wilson in the 1916 Presidential election. While it captures more than anti-German hostility, it has the advantage of being constructed from data consistently available for all states. The second one is based on incidents of violent harassment against Germans, as reported in the news. It is a more accurate proxy of native hostility, but potentially subject to reporting bias. Encouragingly, results from both measures point in the same direction. Details on their construction are provided in Section A of the Online Appendix.

President Wilson’s campaign against “hyphenated Americans,” which intensified during his second term in office and the country’s entry in WWI, is best illustrated by his 1915 State of the Union address:

“There are citizens of the United States, … born under other flags but welcomed under our generous naturalization laws to the full freedom and opportunity of America, who have poured the poison of disloyalty into the very arteries of our national life.” Such men, he advised Congress, “must be crushed out … the hand of our power should close over them at once.”

The Wilson administration and the President himself openly supported the anti-hyphen movement that after 1917 manifested in acts of harassment and violence against German Americans suspected of disloyalty. As a result, the states that did not support Wilson in 1916 were disproportionately concentrated in the Midwest and Great Plains, all regions with large German American populations. Indeed, German Americans in their majority rallied behind the Republican candidate Charles E. Hughes (Luebke 1974).

Figure 6 plots the median FNI by birth cohort for states with below- and above-median change in support for Wilson in 1916. The pattern is once again striking: while the trends are roughly parallel before the war, 1918 constitutes a break in the trend for both groups of states, but is more pronounced in states that showed a higher increase in support for Wilson, thus expressing more pro-war and anti-German sentiment.

Panel A of Table 6 analyzes the same pattern more systematically in a difference-in-differences framework, comparing how the difference in the FNI of Germans born before and after the war varies by the change in vote shares for Wilson in 1916. The interaction coefficient is consistently negative, denoting a substantially larger drop in German-sounding names after the war in states where anti-German sentiment was more prevalent. The difference between the two sets of states is almost twice the size of the original effect, confirming that the bulk of the observed total effect comes from states with above-median change in support for Wilson. In column (2), I control for the potential time-varying effect of the share of the German population in the state, which is plausibly correlated with both (lower) support for Wilson and assimilation. I insert interactions of birth cohort fixed effects with the 1910 share of first- and second-generation Germans in a state’s total population, computed from county-level census totals (Haines and ICPSR 2010). The inclusion of these controls increases both the magnitude and the precision of the estimate. While the change in native attitudes toward Germans spurred by the war can be considered exogenous in the aggregate, state-level anti-Germanism is potentially endogenous to pre-existing trends in German assimilation. In an attempt to control for pre-war assimilation of Germans at the state level, in column (3), I include interactions of birth cohort fixed effects with the average FNI among second-generation Germans in each state before 1914. This is meant to capture any time-varying differential effects on the FNI of pre-existing assimilation measured using the same proxy of names. This control does not affect the estimates. In column (5), I include state-of-birth-specific linear trends. While these seem to explain part of the differential changes in naming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German × born 1917 or later</td>
<td>$-4.012^{**}$</td>
<td>$-2.136^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.143^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.275^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.317^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.595)</td>
<td>(0.563)</td>
<td>(0.556)</td>
<td>(0.607)</td>
<td>(0.610)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>2,462,651</td>
<td>2,462,651</td>
<td>2,462,651</td>
<td>2,462,651</td>
<td>2,195,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family FE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of birth FE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth order FE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s arrival cohort FE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The dataset consists of all men born in the US 1880–1930 to a foreign-born father, who live in the same household as their father and at least one male sibling at census time. All regressions include birth year and ethnicity indicators. Standard errors are clustered at the ethnicity level. Significance levels: *** $p < 0.01$, ** $p < 0.05$, * $p < 0.1$.  

TABLE 6. Accounting for Out-Migration

| FNI (Mean: 59.826) |
|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| German × born 1917 or later | $-4.012^{**}$ | $-2.136^{***}$ | $-2.143^{***}$ | $-2.275^{***}$ | $-2.317^{***}$ |
| | (1.595) | (0.563) | (0.556) | (0.607) | (0.610) |
| Observations | 2,462,651 | 2,462,651 | 2,462,651 | 2,462,651 | 2,195,152 |
| R-squared | 0.0490 | 0.498 | 0.498 | 0.498 | 0.497 |
| Family FE | N | Y | Y | Y | Y |
| State of birth FE | N | N | Y | Y | Y |
| Birth order FE | N | N | N | Y | Y |
| Father’s arrival cohort FE | N | N | N | N | Y |
patterns, the effect of voting patterns remains strong and significant.

Voting patterns in the 1916 presidential election could have been affected by more factors than foreign policy and anti-Germanism. I attempt to construct a more accurate proxy of native hostility against German immigrants, by compiling a list of incidents of public harassment from newspapers. I use ProQuest’s Historical Newspapers archive to search for any such incidents reported after 1914. Figure 7 depicts the locations of the resulting list. Most cases of anti-German violence were concentrated in the Midwest, particularly in the state of Illinois, where the largest communities of German immigrants were located. I compute the number of incidents per thousand residents by state and assign this measure to an individual’s state of birth.

Panel B of Table 6 performs the same difference-in-differences analysis as before, using this new measure of discrimination. A higher incidence of public hostility is associated with a decrease in the FNI of German Americans born after 1917, and the effect is largely unchanged by the inclusion of interactions of 1910 state-level controls and birth cohorts or of linear state trends. Coefficient estimates in Panel B of Table 6 imply that the average state that registered violent incidents against Germans saw an additional drop in the FNI of 1.79–2.13 index points compared to a state without reported incidents.

Overall, though one should be cautious with a causal interpretation of these state-level results, due to the potential endogeneity of anti-Germanism at the state level, the findings are nevertheless indicative of the same pattern: Germans reacted to either measure of discrimination and hostility by signaling assimilation through the choice of less distinctive names for their children after 1917.

**DISCUSSION**

How informative is the case of German Americans for the dynamics of discrimination and assimilation today? Anti-Germanism during World War I is best described by a preference-based model of discrimination, like the canonical approach in Becker (1957). While statistical discrimination (Arrow 1973; Coate and Loury 1993; Phelps 1972), which is motivated by a lack of information on certain groups’ characteristics and reduces the return of their investment in skill acquisition, might be an important driver of immigrants’ low integration today, there is also sufficient evidence that anti-immigrant sentiment is motivated mostly by cultural and not economic concerns (Hainmueller and Hopkins 2014; Sniderman, Hagendoorn, and Prior 2004). If taste-based factors motivate native behavior and if immigrants have the option of hiding their identifying ethnic or religious characteristics to fit in, then evidence from the German American case indicates that they will do so.

More broadly, most formal theories of discrimination do not allow for an assimilation choice for members of the discriminated group. One exception is Eguia (2017), who models discrimination as a rational screening
strategy, and shows that such a filtering mechanism is successful in allowing only the highest skilled individuals to become members of the majority or dominant group. This model, however, does not account for any taste-based discrimination mechanism. Fearon (2013) models social mimicry, or the decision of agents to pass as members of another group, when that group has a technology for detecting mimics. The model predicts that passing rates will be decreasing in the quality of the target group’s detection technology. To the extent that German Americans were physically and culturally close to Anglo-Saxons, the cost involved for natives who wanted to detect potential infiltrators or spies would have been high enough to allow for the high rates of assimilation that we observe empirically. This fact also potentially delineates the differences of the German American case from, for example, the case of Muslims in the West, which shares many similar features otherwise. The Germans’ lower physical and cultural distance from the native average implied lower assimilation costs—e.g., name changes were much easier given existing similarities between German and American names—or, conversely, a higher return to any given assimilation effort.

The social psychology literature on perceptions of discrimination makes a distinction between personal

### TABLE 6. State-Level anti-German Sentiment and Naming Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>-3.339</td>
<td>-1.947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.459)</td>
<td>(2.738)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.019)</td>
<td>(4.802)</td>
<td>(4.792)</td>
<td>(4.515)</td>
<td>(3.740)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1,572,997</td>
<td>1,572,997</td>
<td>1,572,997</td>
<td>1,572,997</td>
<td>1,572,997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
<td>0.0244</td>
<td>0.00702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Panel B: State-level harassment incidents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incidents per thousand</th>
<th>-66.65</th>
<th>-148.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(135.1)</td>
<td>(121.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents per thousand × born 1917 or later</td>
<td>-801.0*</td>
<td>-716.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(462.5)</td>
<td>(412.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1,575,617</td>
<td>1,575,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** The dataset consists of all men born in the US 1880–1930 to a German-born father. All columns include birth year fixed effects. Wilson is a measure of increase in a state’s support for Woodrow Wilson between the presidential elections of 1912 and 1916. **Incidents per thousand** is the number of reported harassment incidents against Germans per thousand residents in the state during WWI. **1910 German share** is the share of first- and second-generation Germans in the total population of the state in 1910. **1910 FNI** is the average FNI of second-generation Germans born in the state before 1914. The dependent variable in column (5) is the residual from a regression of the FNI on linear state-specific trends fitted to the pre-war period. Standard errors are clustered at the state-of-birth level. Significance levels: *** $p < 0.01$, ** $p < 0.05$, * $p < 0.1$.
and group-level discrimination (Fuegen and Biernat 2000; Taylor et al. 1990). The former is actual targeting of the individual (though still on the basis of group-level characteristics), while the latter is discrimination only against the group an individual belongs to. Effects of the two types of discrimination on political engagement differ. Schildkraut (2005) finds that personal discrimination is more likely to lead to alienation and political disengagement, though its effects can be moderated by minority group identification. The current study cannot distinguish between personal and group-level discrimination. In the absence of measures of individual exposure to discrimination or self-reported perceptions of discrimination, it is not clear whether Germans who filed for naturalization or changed their own and their children’s names were responding to individual or group-level targeting.

Another distinction in types of discrimination and their effects comes from Oskooii (2016), who speaks of political and societal discrimination. He associates the first type with increased political activism, and the second one with disengagement. The results of the current study indicate that societal discrimination is also likely to increase formal political participation, at least in the form of naturalization, if that action can be perceived as a signal of patriotism and thus as likely to reduce harassment.

A distinction that seems more relevant in explaining why assimilation was a likely response to hostility for Germans in the US is the one between conditional and unconditional harassment. Bisin et al. (2011) make this distinction in a formal model of assimilation and oppositional identity, and define conditional harassment as discrimination dependent on the non-assimilated behavior of minorities. There is much evidence that harassment toward the German group was specifically intended to elicit signals of loyalty. Germans were more likely to be targeted for tarring and feathering or verbal abuse if they made unpatriotic statements in support of Germany or if they refused to buy liberty bonds. Minority groups are more likely to assimilate in response to conditional discrimination, exactly because it gives them more of an incentive to do so. If taste-based discrimination is not responsive to signals from the part of the minority, then there is no reason to undertake costly assimilation actions.

At this point it is worth noting that assimilation in terms of observable characteristics may have gone hand in hand with the persistence of ethnic identity and preferences. Predominantly German American areas registered heavy opposition to Franklin D. Roosevelt’s re-election in 1936 and 1940, largely reacting to his foreign policy and the prospect of a new war against Germany (Luebke 1974). While this may have simply been reflective of a desire to avoid a new wave of ethnic discrimination, it also indicates that, assimilation notwithstanding, German Americans continued acting as a distinct unified block in terms of their political behavior. Fouka (2018) finds that the second generation of German Americans who were exposed to German language bans while at school were more likely to marry other ethnic Germans, choose more German-sounding names for their children and were less likely to volunteer in the US army in World War II. The spatial patterns of this reaction suggest that private parental and community efforts to transmit the German identity were strengthened in response to the ban on ethnic schooling.

Nonetheless, independently of whether the observed behavior of Germans during World War I reflected a real identity change or only had signaling value, their actions almost certainly had real effects in the long-run. An increase in rates of citizenship constituted the first, formal, step for later political engagement through voting. Naming decisions may have also been consequential. Literature on the effects of characteristic minority names suggests that second-generation Germans with more American-sounding names would have been more integrated in terms of socioeconomic outcomes (Biavaschi, Giulietti, and Siddique 2017; Oreopoulos 2011). Thus, even if the actions of the first generation were purely formal responses to increased incentives to hide their true identity, they contributed to the long-run incorporation of the German immigrant minority into broader US society.

CONCLUSION

I examine the responses of immigrants to taste-based discrimination using the case of German Americans in the early twentieth century US. World War I was an exogenous shock to natives’ attitudes, and during the war, many Germans suffered widespread harassment. I show that the war coincides temporally with a large and persistent drop in the ethnic distinctiveness of names of children born in the US to German parents, and an increase in name changes and in the number of petitions for naturalization filed by Germans compared to other immigrant groups. This is not only a result of less assimilated Germans leaving the country during and after WWI. For households still present in the US after the war, children born after 1917 have less German names than those born in pre-war years. Name assimilation was higher in states that, during the 1916 presidential election, registered higher support for Woodrow Wilson, the presidential candidate who targeted hyphenated identities and demanded signs of loyalty from the German American community, and in

10 Not all studies reach the same conclusion. DeSipio (2002) finds that personal discrimination is more likely to increase political activism in a sample of Latinos, though he considers this result counterintuitive.
states where more incidents of harassment against Germans took place during the war.

The pattern of intensified assimilation efforts was not uniform. Additional analyses reported in Section E of the Online Appendix show that parents who chose less German-sounding names for their children had on average lived longer in the US and were more likely to be naturalized US citizens. Endogamous German couples were less likely to assimilate than mixed ones and much of the increase in both declarations and petitions for naturalization after 1917 came from German nationals who were older and had been in the country longer at the time of application. This indicates that assimilation responses are larger for groups that are already better integrated into US society. These groups have lower costs of assimilation effort and also face potentially larger losses from discrimination, because they are more invested in the host country.

These findings have implications for an understanding of minority behavior and the dynamics of discrimination. While observed integration patterns such as political representation, intermarriage rates and labor market outcomes are equilibrium outcomes that depend both on immigrants’ decisions and on the behavior of natives, both names and petitions for naturalization reflect purely immigrant choices. The results indicate that the association between discrimination and low integration observed in equilibrium would be even stronger in the absence of immigrant assimilation efforts. At the same time, the heterogeneity of responses among the immigrant population suggests that the costs of assimilation effort are important drivers of immigrant decisions.
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